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Reporting Approach and Framework

Our Integrated Report is the primary report to our
shareholder, stakeholders and investors. Therefore, this
Integrated Annual Report represents our best efforts to align
our reporting with the requirements of the International
Integrated Reporting (IR) Framework and principles of the
NamCode, International Financial Reporting Standards
(“IFRS”) and the Companies Act of Namibia.
Successful and comprehensive integrated reporting is a
learning process, and TransNamib remains committed to
this journey towards best-practice reporting methodology.
As a state owned enterprise TransNamib has an obligation
to prepare an integrated report every year that conveys a
balanced and transparent account on how we create value
through our use of and impact on the various capitals which
are – Financial, Intellectual, Human, Manufactured, Social/
Relationship and Natural/Environment.

Reporting Scope and Boundary
The report covers activities of TransNamib for the period 01 April 2018 to
31 March 2019.
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Theme: Rail: As a Key Economic Player
As part of logistics, rail transportation is one of the principal
pillars of socio-economic development in Namibia and
supports the national goal to become a “logistics nation” by
2025 as articulated in the Fifth National Development Plan
(NDP 5), the National Logistics Master Plan, 2016 and the
Integrated Transport Master Plan (ITMP, 2014).
For us, this means delivering a safer and more reliable
railway with greater capacity and efficiency than ever before.
We envision a railway that connects more industries, goods
and people to more places within and beyond the borders
of Namibia, with a solid, future-proof foundation for future
growth in the Namibian economy.
It is therefore key that TransNamib increases the market
share of moving goods by rail in order to reduce the cost
of transportation within the country and thereby create an
indirect benefit to all consumers within the country.
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Materiality
We consider a matter to be material if it has, or may have, a material impact on our ability
to create value in the short, medium and long term for our shareholder and stakeholders
and is specific to TransNamib’s operations.
The material matters are linked to our strategic value drivers which are the focus of our
Integrated Strategic Business Plan and planning processes.

Forward-looking statements
This report contains certain forward-looking statements with respect to TransNamib’s
financial position, results, operations and businesses. These statements and forecasts
involve risk and uncertainty, as they relate to events and depend on circumstances that
occur in the future. There are various factors that could cause actual results or developments
to differ materially from those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements.
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Board Responsibility
& Approval

The Board is accountable for the integrity and completeness of the
Integrated Report.
The Board has applied its collective mind to the preparation and presentation
of the integrated report and has concluded that it is presented in accordance
with the (IR) Framework and the NamCode considering the completeness
of the material items dealt with and the reliability of information presented
based on the assurance process followed, the Board approved the 2019
integrated report, and annual financial statements on 11 December 2019.

Adv. Sigrid Tjijorokisa
CHAIRPERSON
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Mr. Johny M. Smith
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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CRM : Customer Relationship Management
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A bout TransNamib

About TransNamib

TransNamib was established in terms of the National Transportation
Service Holding Company Act of 1998 and is the successor of the
former TransNamib Ltd. All shares in TransNamib are owned by
the Government of the Republic of Namibia, which also exercises
non-regulatory control through the appointment of the directors.
The Government of the Republic of Namibia exercises oversight
and control through the Ministry of Works and Transport.
However, it is envisaged that the Public Enterprises Governance
Act (PEGA), 2019 (Act No.1 of 2019), Hybrid Governance Model
will come into effect in the next financial year. This model is aimed
at achieving a high level of effective performance of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs).
PEGA will make the Minister of Public Enterprises the relevant
Minister responsible for commercial public enterprises and the
shareholder of a company that is a commercial public enterprise
on behalf of the State.
Our experience in bulk freight transportation and the range
of services we offer makes us one of the most comprehensive
logistics service providers in the nation. With the roll-out of our
Integrated Strategic Business Plan (ISBP), we are confident that
with the continuous support and trust of our clients coupled
with improved efficiency, we will meet our strategic business
objectives.
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Our Vision, Mission and Core Values
Our Mandate and Role
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Vision

The preferred bulk transporter of Namibia

Mission

To ensure world class rail service and generate return
on investment for our shareholder

Slogan
“Rail It”

Core values
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrity
Innovation
Discipline
Transparency
Teamwork
Accountability

Our mandate links in with the national objectives outlined in Vision 2030, NDP 5
and the Harambee Prosperity Plan. In terms of TransNamib’s Memorandum and
Articles of Association, the main business which the company is to carry on (i.e.
its purpose and its main object) are as follows:
•
•

•

To provide and promote, either by itself or through any subsidiary company,
transport services in Namibia or elsewhere by managing, developing and
utilising the resources and assets at its disposal;
To manage and develop, either by itself or through any subsidiary company,
immovable property, including such property as may be transferred to it by
virtue of section 14(1)(a) of the National Transport Services Holding Company
Act, 1998 (Act No. 28 of 1998); and
To conduct, either by itself or through any subsidiary company, and with the
consent of the Shareholder Minister, any other business, on a commercial
basis.”
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Our Operating
Environment

TransNamib’s headquarters is located in the capital, Windhoek and serves
both Namibian and regional markets and has a vast range of commercial
depots in all key towns in Namibia.
Our railway lines cover 2,682 kilometres countrywide, and stretch from Nakop
in the South, to Oshikango, in the Northern part of our country and from the
central parts of the country to the coastal towns of Swakopmund, Walvis Bay
and Lüderitz. On the eastern and northeastern side the railway line stretches
up to Gobabis and Grootfontein respectively, providing interconnection to
neighbouring countries via the Trans-Zambezi and Trans-Kalahari highways.

Expanding our Footprint
Namibia is a member of significant regional and continental bodies such as Southern African
Customs Union (SACU), Southern African Development Community (SADC) and the African
Union (AU). Namibia is a signatory to the SADC Protocol on Transport Communication
and Metrology that strives for stronger regional integration and advocates for an efficient
transport system, to facilitate trade and socioeconomic development, throughout Southern
Africa and the entire African Continent.
It is thus anticipated that industries and economies in the SADC region will continue to grow
and eventually exceed the current capacity of our roads infrastructures. It is for this reason
why the improvement of the current rail infrastructure and the development of new railway
networks to the neighbouring countries remain critical for economic development in the
SADC region and beyond.
The political will is there to make the interconnectivity with the rest of our neighbouring
countries apart from South Africa. Thus, in future, we will be connected to Angola, Botswana,
Zambia and Zimbabwe, in order to fulfil the desire for an uninterrupted, seamless and
complete railway connectivity.
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The Road ahead

Integrated Strategic Business Plan

TransNamib’s Integrated Business Strategic Plan (ISBP) for the period 2018/2019 to
2022/23 was approved by the cabinet in December 2018. In February 2019, Works
and Transport Minister, Honourable John Mutorwa and Public Enterprise Minister,
Honourable Leon Jooste jointly launched the ISBP.
Inaugurating the Board of Directors in February 2019, Honourable Mutorwa strongly
emphasised on the respect for the rule of law, the Namibian Constitution, NDP 5,
Harambee Prosperity Plan (HPP), Public Procurement Act, Public Private Partnership
(PPP) Act, Transport Policy, the Finance Act, Companies Act, amongst others. On his part,
Honourable Jooste emphasised on the issues of good governance and accountability.
He further said that “Let’s start a new page”. This event also marked the launch of
TransNamib’s new five year Integrated Strategic Business Plan (ISBP) which aims at
positioning TransNamib as a profitable and sustainable company.
At the launch, TransNamib CEO, Johny Smith said that “today marks the beginning of
a new era for TransNamib where we can collectively work together to advance strategic
support to the executive team of TransNamib to take this very important and strategic
company forward. The Strategic Objectives of this plan are to position TransNamib as a
profitable and sustainable company. This will be done through:
Breakthrough Financial Performance – TransNamib should be commercially selfsustaining, achieving break-even position in 2022.
Trustworthy Customer Experience – By 2023 TransNamib ought to have a portfolio of
Rail Transport Agreements amounting to 3 million metric tonnes per annum.
The TransNamib Brand inspires trust and confidence and is consistently rated among the
most exciting railway brands in the SADC region.
Organisational Excellence - By 2023, TransNamib has a best in class management
system and is certified ISO 9001.
Inspiring and Accountable Leadership – By 2023, TransNamib is ranked in the Top 5
Best Company to Work for in Namibia as per the Deloitte Best Company Survey.
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The preferred bulk transporter of Namibia

Vision

Breakthrough
Financial
Performance

Trustworthy
Customer
Experience

Orginazational
Excellence

Inspiring &
Accountable
Leadership

Integrity, Safety, Excellence, Teamwork, Discipline, Commitment
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Mission

Strategic Objectives

To ensure world class railway service and generate
return on investment for our shareholder

Core Values
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Our Destination
TransNamib Baseline Freight Volume Forecast
Per Sector volumes, in mil. metric tonnes - F19 - F23
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The Railroad ahead
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Focus Growth
Strategy
Rail Operations

Bulk Freight Rail
Passanger Rail
Desert Express

Engineering

Rolling Stock Engineering

Properties

Property Management

Bulk Freight Rail
Passenger Rail
Rolling Stock Engineering
PPPs:
1. Property Management
2. Desert Express

Infrastructure Engineering
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Our Map to 2022/2023

Tsumeb

Tsumeb

Windhoek

Windhoek
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Walvis Bay
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2025
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Luderitz
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2030
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Poor condition lines
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Good condition lines
New Lines
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Leadership Report

Chairperson’s Report

I

am honoured to lead and be part of the Board who
have been appointed by the Ministry of Works
and Transport to lead the transformation of this
company and supervising the implementation of
the Integrated Strategic Business Plan. Although
we as a Board have only been at the helm for less
than two months towards the conclusion of the
financial year we believe that together as a team
we can move TransNamib forward.
During this year we have adopted a new brand
for the company, which is to become a “trusted
rail logistics partner growing Namibia in the long
term”.
The aspiration to be trusted is important. It means
being trusted by our customers and passengers
to get them and their freight delivered safely and
efficiently. It means being trusted by our staff to be
a good employer, and trusted by our Shareholding
Ministers to continually look for improvements in
running the company. On all those counts, the
Board, management and staff share a strong
commitment to delivery.
Strategic, well planned investment in infrastructure
is crucial to the long-term prosperity and
productivity of our nation. It is for this reason
that we are continuously engaging with our
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shareholder, being the Ministry of Works and
Transport and Ministry of Public Enterprises to see
how we can get more investment into our railway
network.
Inland Rail will be an important demonstration of
how the nation can benefit over the long-term
from better transport networks. The railways is the
largest-ever nationally focused project dedicated
to meet the freight needs of the country for the
next century and beyond, and our Shareholder
have identified the project as a primary policy
objective.
The prospects for rail in Namibia are extremely
positive as the Shareholder see rail as essential
infrastructure to deal with the challenges of rapidly
increasing freight tasks, global competition,
productivity, population growth, congestion, road
safety and environmental well-being.
TransNamib, as the only rail service provider in
Namibia and having one of the largest rail network
on the Continent, is well-positioned to respond
effectively to these challenges.
Corporate Governance and Leadership
As a Board, we are fully committed to ensure
full compliance to Corporate Governance at
INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19

TransNamib and to affect the change to the
positive going forward with the company. From
the onset, it was clear from the shareholder, both
from the Ministry of Works and Transport and
the Ministry of Public Enterprises that corporate
Governance is vital to move the company forward.
We have also created a new Board Committee in
addition to the other existing Board committees
which focuses on Technology and Innovation
and this will assist the company to advance
its operations through better efficiency and
optimising the existing resources for better longterm return on investment.
Financial Performance
TransNamib’s revenue of N$ 517m in FY19 is a
11% improvement over the previous year and is a
credible result in the current environment, despite
a reduction in the rolling stock over the past year.
Increased freight volumes and revenues is a
reflection of our ongoing commitment to lift
TransNamib’s financial performance by focusing
on customers’ needs and working with our
employees and unions to improve efficiency. Our
short term cash flow situation remains a challenge,
but we have commenced with discussions with
various financial institutions to address the
medium and long term financial requirements for
the company.
Commercial Review
During the year the most significant piece of work
for the Board was the approval of the Integrated
Strategic Business Plan (ISBP) for the company.
It arose from an undertaking given by the
Shareholding Ministers that the company would
develop a refreshed, comprehensive long-term
view of its business. The ISBP was approved by
the Board in October 2018 and thereafter adopted
INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19
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by the Cabinet in December 2018. This has now
opened the process for the company with an
opportunity to engage with funding institutions
on long-term funding options and future network
upgrades.
With the adoption of the ISBP by the Cabinet,
Ministers have expressed their commitment to
the national railways service provider and the
upgrade of the national freight network.
However,
the
Government also
indicated
TransNamib must continue to drive significant
efficiency and productivity improvements to
reduce the ongoing level of Government funding
required.
Over the last financial year, the Board and the
Executive Team have had a strong focus on
simplifying the business, reducing the cost of
operations and building the consistent on-time
performance that our customers expect. The
Government’s Budget announcements and
expectations reinforce our on- going commitment
to drive savings and improve efficiency across the
business.
While TransNamib has a natural role in
championing rail, we also understand that there is
under-performing parts of our network that need
to be addressed.
Rail transport has not been performing well
against road transport, for various reasons
in the past, but our medium and long-term
prospects are that this situation will be changing.
This emphasises the importance of a strategic
approach to rail transportation, optimising the
rail infrastructure and facilities at stations and
along the entire railway network to achieve the
most efficient outcomes.

The board of directors believes the company
should be well prepared to deal with future market
situations, and must build the competence,
capacity and leadership capabilities necessary to
create new business opportunities and long-term
value for our shareholders. I have no doubt that
TransNamib is poised for future great success
based on the new foundation paved during the
past year.
Capacity and Operations
The company has lost a lot of capacity in terms
of its human resources, financial resources, rolling
stock capacity, equipment and therefore it is
very critical that the building of such resources
is formalised during the five year of the business
plan to provide the necessary foundation for
growth within the company.
The increase in capacity of our rolling stock
remains a critical part of our business which will
also allow us to improve our operational efficiency
and reliability of our train service to our customers.
It is for this reason that we have immediately
commenced with the Procurement process for
the remanufactured locomotives to add to the
short to medium term operational capacity for the
company.
Strategy and Plan
With the approval of the Integrated Strategic
Business Plan (ISBP) of the company by Cabinet
in December 2018, it remains the focus of the
TransNamib Board to ensure strategic direction
and support to the CEO and EXCO in ensuring
the execution of the mandate of the ISBP.
We have a tough five years ahead of us to ensure
that we achieve the objectives that we have set
for ourselves within the Business Plan, but we
remain optimistic that the railways can deliver to
expectations by that time.
Doubling our freight volumes and revenue over
the five year period of the business plan would
focus on the four key strategic objectives through:
• breakthrough financial performance;
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•
•
•

trustworthy customer experience;
inspiring and accountable leadership and
corporate governance;
organisational excellence.

Conclusion and way forward
I am happy to place on record, on behalf of
the Board, our gratitude for the Government’s
continuing commitment to TransNamib. I would
like to thank our many customers who continue
to show strong support for our business. I would
also like to thank the staff and management for
their effort which has resulted in improved results
this year. The management team exhibits a level
of energy and commitment that bodes well for the
company’s progress.
Further, I thank the Board members who have been
diligent and focused both on the ISBP process,
and the company’s needs and challenges. Overall
the year has been positive and we look ahead with
confidence. To our Board members, I would like
to acknowledge the contribution they have made
around key strategic decisions that we needed
to make this year and their contribution to the
performance of the Board’s committees, which
plays a key role in the governance of TransNamib.
I would like to sincerely thank my fellow Directors
for their much-appreciated contribution to
TransNamib, as well as CEO Johny M. Smith, the
Executive team and the entire TransNamib team
for their passion, perseverance and hard work to
ensure we are on track.
In conclusion, and on behalf of the Board, I would
also like to thank TransNamib’s Shareholder
Ministers the Hon. John Mutorwa, MP and the
Hon. Leon Jooste, MP for their ongoing support
and commitment to a bright and prosperous
future for rail in Namibia.
As a new Board, we are looking forward to our
new railway journey ahead of us and to redefine
and transform TransNamib as a company in order
for the railways to start playing a more strategic
role within the transportation and logistics sector
and the economy as a whole within the country.
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CEO’S Report

M

y first full financial year at TransNamib has been all-consuming, getting
to better know our staff, customers and stakeholders and confirming my
early impressions of a company that has both considerable potential and very
real challenges. Taking time to assess the situation and environment within
the company has provided me with a better platform to address some of the
significant issues in the short term.
Without having a complete Executive and Management team in place we
still remain with a major skills gap which restrict the implementation plan of
our ISBP. The project approach at Executive level to implement projects and
the one to one sessions has strengthened the implementation of projects at
company level.
The engagement with the shareholder during the past financial year has been
very critical to ensure Corporate Governance at the company and addressing
the risk framework for the company.
Our New Business plan
After a significant number of meetings through various Governmental
Committees and other approved structures the ISBP of TransNamib was
approved by the Cabinet of Namibia in December 2018. This must have been
the single biggest achievement during the past year as this is now paving the
way for the company to move forward on transforming TransNamib’s business
going into the future.
The business plan has four main strategic objectives which is:
• Breakthrough Financial Performance – TransNamib is commercially selfsustaining, achieving Break Even position in 2023.
• Trustworthy Customer Experience – By 2023 TransNamib has a portfolio
of Rail Transport Agreements amounting to 3 million metric tonnes per
annum.
• Organizational Excellence (Processes) – Following restructuring and
redesign, TransNamib has a lean, agile organization positioned to provide
best in class Bulk Freight Rail Transport services.
• Inspiring and Accountable Leadership (People) – By 2023, TransNamib
is ranked in the Top 5 Best Company To Work For in Namibia as per an
independent Survey.
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Our New Identity
As part of the transformation of the company it was well thought to also establish a new
brand which defines the future direction of the company. This new logo portrays the
new identity of the company which denotes that the company’s focus on technology
and innovation, simplicity in its business model and boldness to change its direction to
create a bigger market share through its road to rail strategy.
This new identity will serve as the new foundation for the company and allow all
stakeholders including employees, customers and the shareholder to be re aligned
to the future growth and development of TransNamib serving as the preferred bulk
transporter for the country. Rebuilding our confidence amongst all stakeholders has
been on the forefront of our communication strategy and serve as a continuous process
to advance the position of TransNamib.
Engaging Our Customers
Engaging our clients and trying to gain a better understanding of their business and
their transportation needs has allowed us to increase sales with our existing customer
base. Our continued focus on new business development has renewed the opportunity
of new projects especially within the mining sector and strengthened our customer
relations which had been at a very low level. This focus helps make the needs of the
customer paramount in everything we do.
We are committed to helping make our customers competitive in their markets, being
easy and reliable to do business with, and offering a logistics service that seamlessly
bundles our rail and property services. Core to this strategy is the development of
rail linked intermodal transport hubs which enable us to improve the utilisation of our
assets across our customer base. Opportunity to increase our business and optimize our
nationwide infrastructure has been our focus for the past year.
Human Development
The human element remains a critical resource and focus of attention in order for us
to grow and develop the company. Some of the major challenges and reality in the
company is that there has been no training and development of staff in the past seven
years as well as no constant communication. This backlog therefore means that there
are critical vacancies which needs to be filled to help with the transformation of the
company.
We have therefore started with the development of a Training and Development Plan
to ensure that training is provided at all levels over a period of time through structured
training programmes.
As the CEO of the company I have taken my personal vow to meet and greet with each
and every employee within the first six months of commencement with the company
and covering all the stations all over the country. I have managed to complete this
project in month number seven. The Redeployment project which is moving staff from
the Road division to other divisions has seen good progress during the past year with
more than 50% of the original 128 staff members already moved to other departments
where we had significant gaps.
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The slow pace culture at the company has become a big stumbling block in progressing
the transformation agenda and therefore we will continue to focus on the implementation
of a performance based culture within the company to change the corporate culture.
We place a high priority on the development of our people, and have continued to
invest in a number of staff initiatives including Operational training and our future rail
star programme.
Financial Perspective
It is pleasing to see an improvement in the annual results, in particular, with the revenue
increasing by 11%. Freight volumes increased by 8% during the year bringing both
revenue and freight to best levels in more than 10 years.
The financial challenges of maintaining a 2600km network with a backlog of work means
we will continue to rely on Government support for the foreseeable future. Rail has high
fixed costs and is capital intensive. However, our productivity and efficiency initiatives
are contributing to better performance and we are seeing that reflected in our results.
Significant internal progress has been made to improve on the internal processes to
advance and fast track the requirements of the new Procurement Act. This has allowed
us to improve the timespan for the implementation of various capital projects which is
critical to advance our business model.
Although there has been limited opportunity to reduce the mainline costs for the
company, it has been our focus during the financial year to eliminate or reduce cost
which has to be realigned to our future business model. Managing our cash flow has
been a big challenge as our monthly revenues have not increased significantly yet as a
result of a reduction in our rolling stock capacity.
Engineering Perspective
The current railway network condition is divided into three categories, namely poor,
average and good. During the past year the Ministry of Works and Transport who is the
owner of the network has continued to invest in the rehabilitation of the line between
Kranzberg and Tsumeb while TransNamib has provided light maintenance at certain
sections of the line.
With the reduction of the number of locomotives since we have handed back the leased
locomotives to Transnet Engineering we have managed to move more freight with
less locomotives, but the condition of the current old locomotives still contribute to an
unreliable service to our clients.
As part of the Business plan we have commenced with the procurement process for the
short to medium term project to remanufacture about 33 locomotives.
Operational Performance
This financial year has seen the first test train from Keetmanshoop to Lüderitz after
this line was re-opened almost after 20 years of being non-operational. The Ministry
of Works and Transport has done the handover of the line to TransNamib after the
rehabilitation of the line between Aus and Lüderitz was completed.
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Improving our operations has been one of the focus areas during the past financial
year, but limited improvement has taken place due to the active number of locomotives
which has reduced over the past year.
The viability of the road transport division has become a serious challenge for the
company and therefore we have been working on the closure of the road division.
The company will however work on developing strategic partnerships with the road
sector to ensure a smooth intermodal transport system beyond the railheads for future
business growth. The company is still challenged with accidents and derailments due to
the condition of the railway network. We are engaging staff in the process of reshaping
the company and delivering on our commitments to both customers and shareholders.
As part of our operational improvement the first scheduled night service between
Tsumeb and Ondangwa/Oshikango was introduced during the financial year and the
continuous upscale of this service will be done depending on the business growth.
Property portfolio re-alignment
After the management of our Properties has been outsourced for more than 2 years
we have insourced it to ensure that we focus on the growth and development of our
property portfolio. The Property realignment and focus during the past year has been
to resolve the administrative gap and ensure there is a solid foundation to grow our
property portfolio. The revaluation project of all the assets was completed during the
financial year and has now allowed us to start looking at how we can optimize the
property portfolio.
Outlook for the Company
The outlook for the next financial year remains challenging, particularly given our
challenge with the limited rolling stock to advance growth in our business. However, there
are more new business gains to be made. By continuing this cultural and organisational
change, and focusing on increasing our market share, we expect to increase the freight
movement by rail over time.
Strategic partnerships remain very critical for TransNamib to assist on new business
opportunities and growth within specific markets and segments to grow its business in
the long term and therefore TransNamib is looking at such partnerships with regional
rail companies as well as companies to support the intermodal transportation linkage.
Please allow me also to welcome the new Board of Directors who have being serving
TransNamib since February 2019 under the Leadership of Advocate Sigrid Tjijorokisa.
The support from the board to the Executive team and further alignment to the rest of
the staff are critical ingredients to drive the transformation agenda and together as one
team we are making TransNamib stronger.
Lastly, I would also like to specifically thank the Honourable Minister of Works and
Transport, John Mutorwa, his Deputy, Honourable Sankwasa James Sankwasa and the
Permanent Secretary, Mr. Willem Goeiemann for their dedicated support during this
financial year towards the transformational agenda of TransNamib.
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Corporate Governance

The Board is the custodian of TransNamib’s corporate
governance and is committed to upholding good corporate
governance principles as required by the National
Transportation Services Act, (No. 28 of 1998), the Public
Enterprises Governance Act, 2006 and best practices
stipulated in the Corporate Governance Code for Namibia
(NamCode).
In line with the integrated strategic business plan, TransNamib
will develop appropriate governance protocols to effect this
change.
This will be done with the implementation of a new performance
system throughout the organisation and adopting new
governance and risk protocols, based on NamCode.
The adoption of NamCode, in essence, means the adoption
of good governance principles relating to transparency in
financial and business reporting, and procurement.

26
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Governance and leadership practices

Government of the Republic of Namibia

Ministry of Works and

Ministry of Public

Transport

Enterprises

TransNamib

100% Owned by the Government
of the Republic of Namibia

Board of Directors

Audit Committee

Procurement (Tender) Committee
Properties Committee

Remuneration/HR Committee
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Board of Directors
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Directors are appointed at the discretion of the shareholder. The shareholder
takes into consideration diversity across races, gender, age, independence
and skills when appointing Board members. The previous Board ended its
three-year tenure in January 2019.
A new Board of Directors was appointed by the Minister of Works and
Transport Minister Honourable John Mutorwa and Public Enterprises Minister
Honourable Leon Jooste in February 2019.

Adv. Sigrid
Tjijorokisa (52)

LLB
MDP – Management Development Programme
Certificate in Legislative Drafting
Certificate in Corporate Governance
Advance Diploma in Banking Law and Practice
Certificate in Compliance Management

Gaenor C.
Michaels (43)
Deputy - Chairperson

Chairperson

•
•
•
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LLB IV
Certificate obtained from Rhodes Investec Business
School
Legal Practioners Board for legal Education Certificate
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Josephine
Shikongo (35)
Director

•
•
•

MPA: Strategic Public Management and Leadership
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) (UK)
Chartered Management Accountant (ACMA)
Chartered Global Management Accountant (CGMA)
CIMA Advanced Diploma in Management Accounting
CIMA Diploma in Management Accounting
CIMA Certificate in Business Accounting
National Diploma: Accounting and Finance

Vincent K.
Mberema (61)

B. Com
Diploma in Data Processing and System Analysis
Senior Management Development Programme

Michael
Ochurub
(PhD) (57)
Director

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BSc Maritime Studies (Honours)
MSc Maritime Transport
PhD Candidate: Transport and Logistics
(Stellenbosch University)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director

Doctor in Philosophy
Masters of Education
Diploma in Computer Literacy (Dip. Comp Lit)
Bachelor of Education (B ED) Honours
Bachelor of Arts (Management Sciences)
Higher Education Diploma
BA Honours – Human Resource Development
Master of Philosophy – Human Resource Management

Oscar K.
Kaveru (54)
Director
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Board Composition

Role of the Board

•

•
•
•

The Board is committed to sound governance and considers the application
of sound corporate governance structures, policies and practices as pivotal
to ensuring that TransNamib acts in a responsible and transparent manner
from an economic, social and environmental perspective and creates
sustainable value and benefits for its stakeholders.
The Board is ultimately responsible for risk management and the
Company’s system of internal controls, which are designed to mitigate
material strategic and operational risks.
The Board also reviews and approves the delegation of authority to
management in specified matters and those matters reserved for Board
decision-making on a regular basis.
The duties of the Board include monitoring and reviewing the
implementation of the business plan within the approved budget and with
due cognisance of the associated business risks, and that these actions are
performed in accordance with work plans that are reviewed and approved
on an annual basis to ensure compliance.

TransNamib’s Memorandum and Articles of Association provides that there
shall not be less than three non-executive directors.
All members of the board of directors are non-executive directors with
diverse skills, experience and backgrounds. They are principally free from
any business relationship that could hamper their objectivity or judgement
in terms of the business and activities of the Company. All directors have
unrestricted access to information, documents, records and property of the
Company in the interest of fulfilling their responsibilities.
The directors contribute a variety of skills, business acumen, independent
judgement and experience on various issues, including strategy, corporate
governance, performance and general leadership, whilst the executive
management provide an operational understanding of the company.

Board Committees
The Board is supported by four committees, namely the audit, HR/Remuneration, properties and
procurement. The Board’s delegation of authority to committees contributes to role clarity and the effective
exercise of authority and responsibilities company-wide.
Audit Committee
The Chairperson of the Audit Committee is an independent non-executive Director and does not serve as
the Chairperson of the Board. External auditors have unrestricted access to the Audit Committee, which
ensures that their independence is not impaired.
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Members:
Old Members:

New Members:

Ms. Dantagos Jimmy-Melani (Chairperson)
Ms. Elize Angula (Member)
Mr. Wiseman Molatzi (Member)

Ms Josephine Shikongo (Chairperson)
Mr Vincent Mberema (Member)
Ms Gaenor Michaels (Member)

HR/Remuneration
This Committee is responsible for making recommendations to the Board regarding TransNamib’s
remuneration strategy and related conditions of service.
Members:
Old Members:

New Members:

Dr Michael Ochurub (Chairperson)
Mr Paul Smit (Member)
Mr Wiseman Molatzi (Member)

Dr Michael Ochurub (Chairperson)
Mr Oscar Kaveru (Member)
Ms Gaenor Michaels (Member)

Properties Committee
This Committee is responsible for making recommendations to the Board regarding TransNamib’s
properties.
Members:
Old Members:

New Members:

Ms. Elize Angula (Chairperson)
Mr. Paul Smit (Member)
Ms. Dantagos Jimmy-Melani (Member)

Mr Oscar Kaveru (Chairperson)
Mr Erastus Ikela (Member)
Josephine Shikongo (Member)

Procurement (Tender) Committee
This Committee is responsible for making recommendations to the Board regarding TransNamib’s
procurement and tenders.
Members:
Old Members:

New Members:

Mr. Wiseman Molatzi (Chairperson)
Dr. Michael Ochurub (Member)
Ms. Dantagos Jimmy-Melani (Member)

Mr Oscar Kaveru (Chairperson)
Mr Erastus Ikela (Member)
Josephine Shikongo (Member)

Technology & Innovation Committee
This Committee is responsible for making recommendations to the Board regarding TransNamib’s
Technology and Innovation.
Members:
New Members:
Mr Vincent Mberema (Chairperson),
Dr Michael Ochurub (Member),
Adv Sigrid Tjijorokisa (Member).
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Board Attendance

3
2
2
3

1

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1

Properties
Committee

Procurement
Committee

Mr. P. Smit Chairman
Mrs. E. Angula Deputy Chairperson
Dr. M. Ochurub
Mr. W.P. Molatzi
Mrs. D.N. Jimmy-Melani

HR/
Remuneration
Committee

RESIGNED

Audit
Committee

Names

Board

Schedule of Directors Attendance at Board and Committee Meetings
(including Special Meetings)

1

1

-

NEW MEMBERS
Adv S. Tjiorokisa Chairman
Mrs G. Michaels Deputy Chairperson
Ms J. Shikongo		
Mr V Mberema		
Mr O. Kaveru			
Dr M Ochurub

1
1
1

1
1
1
-

Directors Emoluments – Non - Executives
Old board of directors sitting fees for the period Apr 2018 to Jan 2019			
					(N$)
Mr P. Smit				
83
Ms Dantagos Jimmy-Melani		
90
Ms Elize Angula			
66
Michael Ochurub			197
WP Molatzi				62
Directors Emoluments
New board of directors sitting fees for the period Feb 2019 to Mar 2019
					(N$)
Adv S. Tjiorokisa			
34
Mrs G. Michaels			
35
Ms J. Shikongo			
39
Mr V Mberema			
27
Mr O. Kaveru				
39
Dr M Ochurub				117
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Company Secretariat Function
The Company Secretary acts as the primary point of
contact between the board of directors and the company
and provides professional advice on corporate governance
principles and the requirements of the Companies Act.
Moreover, the Company Secretary is responsible for
developing systems and processes to enable the board
of directors to discharge its functions efficiently and
effectively. The company Secretary prepares Annual
Work Plans for the board of directors and its committees
in conjunction with the Chairpersons of the respective
committees.
These annual work plans are approved by the respective
governance structures for implementation. In consultation
with the Chairperson, the Company Secretary ensures
that the contents of the board agenda are relevant to the
board of directors’ decision-making and that the board of
directors resolutions are communicated throughout the
company in a timely and appropriate manner.
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The board recognises that risk management
is an integral part of the ISBP, and delegates to
management the responsibility of designing,
implementing and monitoring the risk management
plan.
TransNamib has identified key risks that could
potentially hinder the implementation of
its mandate and attainment of its strategic
objectives. We have thus considered both internal
and external risks and have designed appropriate
mitigation strategies.

Risk name 

Mitigating action plans to further address the residual risk exposure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
performance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human
capital

•
•
•
•
•

Investment
risk

•
•
•
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Investigate the need for business process re-engineering/redesign to support the strategy.
Prioritisation of budgets and communicate prioritisation efforts/decisions.
Evaluate the current procurement activities to improve efficiency and service delivery.
Finalise the communication protocol policy.
Re-evaluate the current organisational structure to support the strategy.
Develop and implement process KPIs for all key processes in the value chain to improve efficiency
and service delivery.
Intensify cost control initiatives and incentives to third-parties to improve cash flow.
Assess and implement drastic measures that supports the strategy.
Perform and finalise skills audit to identify gaps and to ensure optimal utilisation of the workforce.
Align the manpower plan with the current strategic plan.
Development of a Performance Management Systems (PMS).
Explore industry specific career development programs.
To actively participate in a Railway school proposed by Southern African Railway Association
(SARA).
Adapt/ update current employment contracts to align with operational needs.
Re-introduce a monthly employees relation platform through the team brief.
Circulation of the internal and external monthly/quarterly publication to stakeholders.
Improve and enforce induction training for all new appointments.
Quarterly feedback to the shareholder on the conditions of the railway network and infrastructure as
well as the required funding to bring the railway network up to prescribed standard.
Revisit the TransNamib establishing Act and analyse the maintenance requirements to address the
current concerns around the railway network.
Implement additional preventative controls to reduce future damage/deterioration of the railway
network.
Define, implement and enforce expected return on investment against actual performance.
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MANAGING OUR RISKS

Risk name 

Mitigating action plans to further address the residual risk exposure

Health,
Safety &
Environment
(HSE)
requirements

•
•

•

Investigate and introduce first aid training for relevant employees.
Investigate and introduce organisation-wide Health, Safety and Environment awareness
training.
Incorporate Health, Safety and Environment factors into investment decisions and
procurement.
Review and update the current Health, Safety and Environment policy.

Approval of the
business plan
by Shareholder

•

Seek shareholder ratification of the business plan in principle.

Customer
focus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigate, develop and implement a plan for customer diversification.
Develop and implement a retention strategy for current key customers.
Develop and implement a Customer Service Charter.
Perform customer satisfaction survey and competitive analysis.
Develop and implement incentive-based structure for sales department.
Investigate the possibility to streamline the customer base.
Appoint key account managers for the sales department.

•

Re-emphasise the importance of corporate governance principles through training and
awareness sessions.
Review and consider all regulations, policies and procedures to seek balance between
compliance and operational effectiveness.
Monitor and enforce the updated regulations, policies and procedures.
Seek approval and implement the anonymous whistle blowing/ hotline program managed by
externally entity.
Seek approval of corporate governance policies and procedures and report back to board
on the status.

Corporate
Governance

•

•
•
•
•
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Risk name 

Mitigating action plans to further address the residual risk exposure

•

Lack of
equipment,
rolling stock, &
infrastructure

•
•

•
•
•

Stakeholder
management /
partnership

Information,
Communication
& Technology
(ICT) systems
to support
operations
•

Property
management

•
•
•
•

Financial
management

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Procurement
requirements

•
•
•
•
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Design standards/ codes of practice monitored, updated and understood to recognise the
potential effect of ageing equipment, rolling stock and infrastructure.
Review defective reporting system.
Enforce compliance with maintenance management plans to avoid repeat work and
subsequent increased stress and reaction of locomotives to downtime.

•
•

Implement formal structured interaction with clients.
Enforce the Stakeholder Interaction Plan.
Evaluate and implement current Public Relations initiatives and decisions. taken (implement
social media platforms) as well as identifying additional platforms to engage the public.
Develop an intranet platform to engage employees.
Adapt/align performance to current capabilities

•
•
•

Investigate viability and implementation of signalling systems.
Investigate and implement a file management system.
Develop and implement a 3-5-year ICT strategy/plan.

Improve tenant installation and management approach (credit assessment, inspections and
signed contracts).
Develop a strategy for the property function.
Ensure delivery and compliance with the signed SLA of the outsourced property management
services provider.
Quarterly feedback on all property being occupied/ leased.
Develop and implement pricing guidelines that are fair, market-related, incentivised, flexible
and transparent.
Develop and implement a corporate model supporting the strategy.
Explore regional (SADC) business opportunities to increase revenue.
Engage the Government (shareholder) for potential legislation amendments that incentivise
the used of rail transportation.
Investigate and implement rigour cost centre management i.e. monthly variance analysis
and consequence management.
Investigate and implement a real-time billing system that is interfaced with the accounting
system (SAP).
Improve and enforce turnaround time on the resolving exceptions from the billing system
(TRACCS).
Review, update and implement specific and clear procurement guidelines/ criteria (including
realignment of guidelines to the Public Procurement Act).
Seek approval and implement the amended code of conduct and business ethics policy.
Conduct organisational wide procurement awareness sessions and training.
Conduct an assessment to ascertain which of the current customers do not have valid SLA’s
in place and rectify and implement supplier performance evaluation process.
Conduct an assessment to identify additional suppliers to diversify current supplier mix.
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EXECUTIVE

The Board appoints the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to run the
Company on its behalf. The CEO is responsible for leading the
implementation and execution of the approved strategy, policy
and operational planning, and serves as the principal link between
management and the Board.
The CEO is mandated to ensure that the day-to-day business
affairs of the Company are appropriately managed by executive
management and that the necessary systems and controls are in
place for effective risk management.

Johny M.
Smith
Chief Executive Officer

Michael
Feldmann

Executive: Operations

Michael
Gotore

Executive: Finance
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

Ferdinand
Ganaseb

Executive: Engineering
& Technical Services

Hippy
Tjivikua
Executive:
Strategy & Stakeholder

Zebby
Mukungu
(ACT) Executive:
Commercial and Marketing

Alynsia
Platt

Executive: Properties

Willie
Nandi
(ACT) Executive:
Technology & Innovation

Webster
Gonzo

Executive: Human Capital
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MANAGING

TransNamib as a corporate citizen is part of the value chain
that supports and reinforces shared, sustainable prosperity
for our stakeholders. Our stakeholder engagements take
into account issues that affect our business in a way that
is collaborative and aimed at national goals and responds
to interests, concerns and expectations of our key
stakeholders.
During the past year, several engagements took place with
our clients, suppliers, shareholder and other stakeholders
which is a continuous process to build up the understanding
and position of TransNamib as well as to create confidence
in the company over a period of time.
Various discussions took place at different levels with our
shareholder during the past year through the Ministry
of Works and Transport and other Ministries to ensure
continuous support and alignment of the future growth and
requirements of the TransNamib.
Engaging with our stakeholders is important in reinforcing
our collaborative approach. The aim is to implement
an integrated approach to engaging key stakeholders,
promote a shared vision and value proposition amid
changing stakeholder positions and maintain the company’s
reputation as a preferred bulk transporter by rail in creating
long-term sustainable value.
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O U R S TA K E H O L D E R S

Engagements with stakeholders
Stakeholder

Engagement Channel

Key Interests

Shareholder

•
•
•

Annual reports
Website Site visits
Meetings

•
•
•

Governance
Sustainability of the Company
Labour relations, Transformation

Employees

•
•

•
•
•
•

Culture Change
Wages and benefits (wage negotiations)
Career developments
Strategic direction /Transformation

•
•

Executive roadshows
Ongoing dialogue through
established channels
Operational leadership teams
Managers/team meetings and
employee presentations
Company website and newsletters
Electronic notice/ notice boards

•
•
•
•
•

Regular meetings
Annual reports
Website
Customers special events
Industry conferences

•
•
•
•
•
•

Service quality and consistency
Contracts/price
Performance reliability
Evolving needs/wants assessment & service
Enhancement of rail service delivery
experiences
Prompt feedback

Union

Customers

•
•

Media

•
•
•
•
•
•

Website
Annual reports
Media releases and briefings
Media visits
Interviews
Electronic communication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate Image and Brand
TransNamib performance
Good corporate citizenship
Regulatory and Safety issues
Leadership & Strategy
Sustainability of the Company
Labour relations
Transformation

Business /
SME’s

•
•
•

Annual reports and website
Meetings and presentations
Leadership forums

•
•
•

Local preferential procurement
General knowledge- sharing
Safety

Suppliers

•
•
•

Direct supplier engagements
Annual reports and website
Meetings with local community
business forums

•

Procurement opportunities and
Contract terms
Promoting localised
procurement
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Our Brand
As part of the transformation of the
TransNamib, it became imperative
to rebrand the company in order
to reposition the company in
terms of its relevance that will
build confidence and trust in our
customers and stakeholders.
The new brand was approved by
the Board of Directors in March
2019. This new brand reflects the
level of innovation that is required
to grow and develop the business,
the simplicity of our business going
into the future, our complete focus
on railways as the preferred means
of transporting bulk commodities
depicting a boldness to expand our
market share.
The new brand will be implemented
during the five years of the integrated
strategic business plan (ISBP) as to
assure that our employees, clients,
suppliers and shareholder align
themselves to our new corporate
identity.
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MANAGING
OUR FINANCIAL
C A P I TA L

For efficient business operations, we require financial capital, which is comprised equity invested by
the shareholder, retained earnings, and debt funding, some of which is supported by Government
guarantees.
Our credit rating has not been attractive during the past ten years, impacting our ability to
secure external funding. Hence, our financial capital increases or decreases based on our financial
performance and the execution of our funding plan.
The completion of the exercise of the revaluation of the assets during the previous financial
year has however allowed us to start engaging financial institutions on possible funding for the
implementation of the ISBP.
Although there has been an increase in the value of our assets it must be noted that most of the
assets of the company are beyond their lifespan such as the rolling stock while properties all over
the country have not been maintained for the last 15 years.

Operating Environment
Although no capacity has been added to the rolling stock at the company, the company still
managed to increase its revenue with 11% compared to the previous financial year, which has
been the highest in the past 10 years. Unfavourable macroeconomic conditions, the Company’s
operational environment, old aged locomotives, unstandardised rail line, and an illegal strike
had an impact on the operational cost effectiveness of the Company. Although there has been
improvements in the company’s performance vis- a-vis the previous years, we have still remained
2% below budget for the period ending 31 March 2019.
TransNamib assesses the revaluation of its property in line with its accounting policy, which requires
an independent valuation every three years, as well as index valuations in the intervening years.
Index valuations were performed on property, as well as rolling stock.
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Operating Results
During the year under review, an operating loss of N$283 million,
excluding interest, investment income and government subsidies and
grants of N$208 million was recorded. After the company accounted for
interest, investment income, fair value gain on Investment Properties and
Government Grants, a loss of N$80 million was recorded compared to a
profit of N$1.2 billion acquired in 2018 due to the valuation of properties
in that year.
Concurrently, key factors which have attributed to the above mentioned
predicament are: continued working capital challenges which negatively
impacts the maintenance of activities of rolling stock rail infrastructure.
In simple terms – the company just still don’t make sufficient revenue
to cover its short term requirements of developing the business into
sustainability. It can therefore be stated, that we are moving into the right
direction, but we need to move faster to grow our revenues to create the
relevant economies of scale to advance our business. Some of the positive
developments from a cost perspective is that we have managed to reduce
the high employee cost to revenue ratio as we have continuously focused
on growing the revenues through our train operations.
The operating revenue for the year aggregated to N$518 million, from
N$469 million in the previous financial year. This constitutes an increase of
11 per cent which was essentially underpinned by the notable growth in
the company’s revenue during the year under review.
The operating costs decreased by 8% from N$881 million in 2018 to
N$813 million in the current year. This was attributed by a 5% decrease in
employee costs from N$381 million to N$364 million. Additionally, lease
rentals on operating lease decreased by 97% from N$73 million to N$7.1
million reflecting the impact of the cancellation of the locomotives rentals
agreement. Repairs and Maintenance increased by 6% from N$41 million
incurred in 2018 to N$44 million incurred in the current year.
Furthermore, utilities increased by 0.8% from N$38 million to N$38.3
million in the current. It should therefore be noted that whilst focusing on
increasing the revenues we have also managed to put our hand on curbing
the cost at the company as we are reviewing how we can do our business
better.
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Funding
The company received Government grants and subsidies amounting to
N$208 million (2018-N$ 261 million), of which N$2.1 million was utilised
to acquire assets. Additions to property, plant and equipment depicted
a 163% increase, aggregating to N$2.9 million from N$1.1 million for the
previous year.
In addition, a short-term overdraft facility was utilised to cover shortages
in terms of ensuring delivery of critical services.

The Way Forward
Achieving the goal of our ISBP requires a huge investment of N$2.5 billion
for the next five years. This cannot be done without private sector finance.
TransNamib is committed to using its own balance sheet to catalyse more
from commercial investors and attract additional public funds.
The company remains committed to invest in areas that improve the available
capacity and reliability of it`s equipment. The company will work towards
increasing the revenue with 14.9% in the next financial year. Employee costs
as a percentage of revenue will be managed. Gross profits to improve as a
result of improved property rental income in the future.
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MANAGING
OUR COMMERCIAL &
MARKETING SERVICES

TransNamib’s core business competence, as the only Railway Operator in Namibia,
is rooted in the provision of bulk transport logistic services over relatively long,
uninterrupted distances. As such, Bulk Freight Transportation, spread across
seven (7) sectors (namely: Bulk Fuel, Bulk Liquid, Agriculture, Building Materials,
Containers, Mining and General Cargo), which contributes more than 85% to
TransNamib’s annual turnover.
Given expected upturn of Bulk cargo traffic, significant business opportunities
exists for TransNamib to recreate growth and future success. A pro-active
approach towards quality customer relationship establishment and management
is an integral part of TransNamib as it facilitates the required constantly growing
market share and sales.
A more aggressive and strategic approach was initiated during the past financial
year to better understand customers’ rail service needs and wants that would
assist TransNamib develop tailor-made rail transportation service packages toward
meeting and exceeding customers’ expectations. Seemingly, competitors’ and
industry analysis were conducted in order to determine threats and opportunities
thereby helping the organization with sound decision making.
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Operating Revenue
The total operating revenue for the year under review was N$534.6 million,
which was 4% below the budgeted figure; however it was a good performance
if compared to the previous year with 4.5%.

Bulk Fuel

18.3%

Bulk Liquid

11.8%

Mining

11.3%

Building

8.0%

Containers

5.6%

Agricuture

4.4%

Properties

2.1%

Other Traffic

1.5%

0.8%

Starline
Passangers

0.5%

35.6%
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OPX

0.0%

Specials Trails

Desert Express
OGS
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Freight Revenue
The Company’s freight performance during the period under review improved. Total freight
revenue for the period under review was N$473.3 million, which translates to a 3% deficit
against the set target of N$486.7 million.
However, in comparison to the previous year there is an increase of 11% revenue. The increase
in freight revenue is mainly attributed to the good performance of the sectors with the
exception of Agriculture.

Tonnages Transported

It’s worth noting that even with declining locomotive numbers the company did show some
growth in terms of volumes and revenue generated. This is attributed to better efficiency and
re looking at how we must do our business better as a railway transporter and the confidence
shown by our customers.
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The total freight volume moved during the financial year recorded 1,590,936 and represents
an increase of 8.53% compared to the previous financial year.
Overall, transportation of building materials was the biggest contributor to the freight volumes.
The positive performance is attributed to a number of factors such as:
• Mining: increased copper concentrate volumes, coal, and marble
• Bulk Fuel: improved and quick turnaround of tankers, new fuel depots at Ondangwa
• Bulk Liquid: increased acid trains from Tsumeb to Arandis and from Walvis Bay to Arandis.
• Building materials: increased volumes from cement, increased frequencies of weekly train
loads of sand cement and bricks business.

28.2%

Building

13.6%

Mining

1.7%

Other Traffic

20.6%

Bulk Liquid

8.5%

Containers

0.1%

OPX

20.6%

Bulk Fuel

6.8%

Agriculture
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Opportunities

TransNamib relatively has a small market share compared to road transportation services in
Namibia. However, bulk transportation industry in southern Africa and in particular, suitable
ports at South West African coast provide endless major opportunities enabling a faster
growth for rail market by building more capacity and ensuring improved daily freight service
delivery at competitive prices.
Current market conditions demand that we work differently and smart, hence the need for
TransNamib to re-invent itself and create smarter, efficient service designs that are not only
affordable to the market but are light-weight on investments and offer sufficient flexibility to
accommodate continuous shifting trading patterns and supply chain innovations.
Various customers have shown great interest in rail transportation service usage due to
its incomparable benefits at any time of the year. TransNamib, therefore, needs to create
customised service packages for specific routes, seasons and segments in order to establish
distinctive competitive advantage in its industry.
The Desert Express train was not active during this financial year and plans are in progress to re
activate this luxurious train for within the new financial year.

The Way Forward
Commercial and Marketing services is very critical
in the implementation of the business plan of the
company as it is required to double freight volumes
within the five years of the business plan.
Therefore, carrying out a more aggressive and
strategic sales, marketing and customer engagement
approach on moving bulk businesses from road to
rail is critical towards the attainment of continued
market share growth and sales increase.
Additionally, having more bulk on rail contributes
complements the company’s social and ecosystem
mandate for environmental sustainability. Essentially
it is for the company to build strategic partnerships
with varied players within the transport and logistics
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sector thereby establishing and sustaining lucrative,
mutual and solid relationships.
In addition, the development of the Botswana,
Zambia and Zimbabwe Dry Ports and the new
NamPort Container Terminal extension which is
in progress will avail more opportunities for cross
border business to neighbouring SADC countries.
It is therefore important that TransNasmib develop
the intermodal facilities at stations such as
Grootfontein, Gobabis and Windhoek to support
new business growth and partnership with logistics
service providers. The growth in the aforementioned
new corridor markets will, indeed, have an upswing
effect on organisational revenue generation.
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Engineering

During the year under review, the department continued
to face challenges due to the ageing rolling stock fleet,
budgetary constraints, shortage of technical skills,
shortage of service vehicles and also inadequate plant,
machinery & tools.
Despite these serious challenges, the department
worked hard to carry out its mandate of maintaining
the critical assets in order to support the company’s
business goals.
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MANAGING
OUR PLANT &
EQUIPMENT
Rail Network

Namibia has a rail infrastructure with a total length of 2687 km across the
country. The Government of Namibia is the owner of the rail infrastructure
whilst TransNamib is the sole operator. Only about 48% of the rail network
meets the minimum SADC stipulated standard of 18.5 tons/axle load. The
remaining sections are between 16.5 and 17.5 tons/axle load.
Namibia is connected to South Africa only in terms of railway infrastructure.
Although the railway line runs up to the border with Angola, it is not connected
yet as Angola still needs to connect their railway infrastructure to the border.

Oshikango

Katima Mulilo

Oshakati
Opuwo

Rundu

Ondangwa

Cape Fria

Livingstone

Bagani

Tsumeb

Otavi

Grootfontein

Outjo
Otjiwarongo
Omaruru
Krantzberg

Swakopmund

Okahandja
Hosea
Kutako

Windhoek

Trans Kalahari
Gobabis

Walvis Bay

Key

Mariental

Head Office & Windhoek Station
Future/Planned Routes
Towns with Ports

Seeheim
Luderitz

Keetmanshoop

International Airport

Aus
Karasburg

Upington
Ariamsvlei
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Rolling Stock, plant and equipment
There is a need to increase the assets, in particular, its ongoing investment in new and
refurbished locomotives and other maintenance vehicles and equipment.

Civil Section
Permanent Way
•
•
•
•
•
•

TransNamib has, with the assistance of the Government, acquired a model 08-16
Split Head Tamping machine for trimming and boxing-in of ballast; correcting and
maintenance of the track geometry (lifting, tamping and aligning of the track).
The machine has worked between Bergland and Windhoek, between Windhoek
and Wilhelmstal, and between Salzbrun and Hardap.
In December 2018, it was relocated to Ondangwa area for further tamping.
A total of 175 km of track have been tamped since the tamping machine was
deployed in 2018.
The construction of the Aus-Luderitz railway rehabilitation project was completed
and handed over to TransNamib in early 2018.
The work on heavy repairs of the Kranzberg-Tsumeb railway section is still in
progress. Below is a summary of the activities carried out by Contractor (D & M Rail)
up to March 2019

Activity

Kranzberg - Otjiwarongo

Otjiwarongo - Tsumeb

Total
(km)

Total
(%)

Upgrading (48kg/m rails on
P2 concrete sleepers)

8.2

58.2

66.4

17%

Partial upgrading (old
30kg/m railson P2 concrete
sleepers

55.96

120.31

176.27

45%

64.16

178.51

242.67

62%

Total

54

Section (Total distance = 391.6km)
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Mechanical Section
Locomotives
•
•
•
•

The re-engineered Chinese SDD-6 Locomotive by Transnet Engineering is being tested
in Namibia and is currently in Windhoek.
Wagon availability has seen a steady quarter on quarter increase from 95% in Q1 to
97% in Q4.
Our target is to achieve a maximum failure rate of four (4) failures per 100 000 km which
is one (1) failure for every 25 000 locomotive km run.
An average locomotive availability was 79 % for the period under review.

Graph 1: Rolling Stock Availability
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Graph 2: Locomotive Faults
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Q3

Q4

Target Faults/100 000km
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Carriage and Wagons
•
•
•
•

A total of 3398 in-trains were successfully inspected whilst 4183 out-trains were also
inspected in the Traffic Marshalling Yards countrywide.
A total of 653 unscheduled services were done on wagons whilst 535 scheduled wagons
services were performed during the period under review.
9 heavy repairs were done in-house whilst 13 were done externally
29 scheduled services were done on passenger coaches whilst 48 		
unscheduled services were also done on the same.

Motor Vehicles

A review of the company’s entire motor vehicle fleet was
done in order to verify the age profile of the motor vehicles.
Replacement of thirty-seven (37) non-revenue vehicles (NRV)
is in progress.

Telecommunications and Electrical Section
Telecommunications
•
•
•

The old and obsolete 15-year-old PABX in Otjiwarongo has been replaced with a
new one.
The section performed general repairs and scheduled maintenance on company
telecommunication systems and equipment.
A new cell phone contract with MTC-Namibia was concluded and the contract will
be valid until 31 March 2020.

Radio
•
•

The section performed general repairs and scheduled maintenance on radio system
and equipment.
All TV licenses for NBC were renewed as per the law of the country.

Electrical Section
•
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The section performed all electrical repairs and scheduled maintenance work on all
electrical installations and equipment companywide.
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Buildings & Structure Maintenance
•

Projects In The Pipeline

•

The Building Section performed routine maintenance and repair work on various
buildings at different depots throughout the country.
Painting of head office building needs to be completed by the end of 2019/20
financial year.

Projects In The Pipeline
To install and commission the wheel profile machine in the Diesel Depot in Windhoek
A revival of 10x GE Locomotives
Remanufacturing of 5x staged GE Locomotives and 3x staged SDD06 Locomotives
Cargo handling equipment for Grootfontein & sand clearing equipment for AusLuderitz section
Procurement of shunting locomotives for Walvis Bay & Ondangwa
Replacement and upgrading of overhead cranes in the Locomotive Workshop in
Windhoek

The Way Forward
The company has put in place measures to increase rolling stock capacity to ensure
reliability as well as upgrading of the engineering workshops, which will enhance
technical skills development.
Namibia is working hand in hand with its SADC partners to develop the Trans Kalahari
and the Trans Zambezi Railway lines in the near future.
Our ageing fleet is crucial for the improvement of asset reliability and On-Time
Performance, two factors which are key criteria for customers as they look to move more
freight onto rail.
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MANAGING
AND

Technology is changing the way logistics providers interact with customers,
goods and people. Big data, Artificial Intelligence and automation provide
a fertile ground for improvements in safety, energy efficiency, customer
service and the sustainability of organisations like TransNamib.
The Technology and Innovation department was established to enable the
organisation to advance its business strategy through innovative products
and services, various technologies and digital platforms.
The department aims to the assist with the optimisation of processes,
create customer value and grow the market share.

Performance Highlights
•
•
•
•
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The unit introduced a billing mechanism within its SAP System to assist
with the management of the organisation’s real estate portfolio.
The development of a new transport management system has
commenced, to be launched by the end of 2019.
The uninterrupted power supply and cooling system has been
upgraded in the main data centre to ensure consistency, resilience
and longevity of the crucial systems.
The development of a new passenger ticket booking system has been
commenced to be introduced by November 2019.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY
I N N O V AT I O N

Profile of Network Users
3
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5
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2
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3
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5
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2
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22
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TransNamib is continuing to explore various relevant technological
developments, with innovation as a key driver for any implementation in
the future. There is currently plans for investment into a stable network
infrastructure and systems to advance the business operations that are
safety conscious, revenue driven, customer centric, while enhancing
efficiency.
Amongst others, this includes smart monitoring options on new
locomotives which provide feedback in real-time, allowing for better
planning of train and maintenance while providing tracking feedback for
our customers. The use of this technology will enable the future roll-out of
fully integrated and intelligent rail transport networks which can provide
deeper insights in TransNamib operations while considering customers’
needs.
The delivery of real-time data to customers will enhance the user
experience, deepen relationships, and enable TransNamib to make faster
and more informed business decisions.
In order to deliver on the key business objectives, the following activities
in the area of Information and Communication Technology are planned
during the five-year period.
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Activity

Description

ICT Infrastructure

The current ICT infrastructure will be upgraded to ensure a reliable IT
network.

Information Systems

The SAP ERP system will be TransNamib’s main information system and
all other systems must integrate with SAP. The legacy system, TRACCS,
will be retired and replaced with a suitable system

Business Process
Alignment

With the re-organisation of the company, the processes on SAP will need
to be aligned with the business processes.

Business Intelligence

A business intelligence solution will facilitate management access to
quality information through reports and dashboards
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The Way Forward

Technology and innovation will play a key role in the streamlining of
functions through continuous research, development and implementation
of supporting systems.
The challenges facing TransNamib include amongst others changing the
thinking, processes and nature of work which will require staff to upskill
towards digitalisation, that will bring about new ideas to solve problems ,
while working smarter and becoming more effective. This will be brought
about by disruptive trends like big data, automation, artificial intelligence,
block chain and smart transport systems.
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MANAGING
BULK COMMODITIES

Rail Transportation Benefits

ROAD
MAINTENANCE
Reduced
ongoing road
maintenance costs

SAFE
TRAVELLING
A safer national transport
network for Namibia to
connect, work and travel

TransNamib Operations and Technical function form the bedrock of the company’s value chain. It
is here where customer requirements are fulfilled through the resourcing and efficient deployment
of rolling stock, supporting systems and human resources to create value for TransNamib, its
stakeholders.
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Operations

TRAFFIC
CONGESTION
Reduced traffic congestion
which saves millions of hours
in lost productivity

ENVIRONMENT
FRIENDLY

Reduced CO2 emissions

RAIL
MAINTENANCE
A resilient transport network
that underpins Namibia’s
growth in sales & market share

We work with various industries to provide access to rail for businesses and producers across
Namibia. As the national carrier of bulk on rail, we collaborate with other service providers to
facilitate regional freight and import/export ports in Namibia.
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Performance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average daily locomotive availability (over the one year period) -> 33
Average annual locomotive utilisation – 93.45%
Total annual tonnage moved – 1 551 372t (average quarterly of 387 843t)
Actual rail net tonne kilometres covered – 664 475 312 (average quarterly
of 166 118 828 km)
Wagon order fulfilment – daily average 88.75%
Locomotive Actual vs Required – monthly average 75%
Locomotive Kilometre travelled – annual 2 823 564 km (average quarterly
of 705 891km)
Locomotive on-route Failure – annual 282 (thus approx. 10 failures per 100
000km)
Rail safety incidences – annually 47 (average quarterly of 12)

Availability of Locomotives

Mainline
Shunting
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Mainline Loco represent the Locomotives which are utilised on the main line between town
while Shunting Loco represent locomotives which are allocated for shunting in the various
towns only and are not allowed on the open main line.
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Locomotive Utilisation numbers
Actual Ut
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The Way Forward
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To pursue the future, TransNamib will recreate the value-chain platform by refreshing
processes and systems, renewing critical stock of equipment, rolling stock and
supporting infrastructure (e.g. Workshops) and redesign service execution through the
implementation of integrated & centralized planning and execution (i.e. Operation
Command Centre).
The establishment of the Operation Command Centre will catapult the company to
a different level and will ensure smooth integration and co-operation of all internal
departments, resulting in improved efficiency and effectiveness for the benefit of the
customer and the Namibian people.
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MANAGING
OUR PROPERTIES

Profile
TransNamib has the second-largest property portfolio in the country
after the Government of Namibia. As at 31 March 2019, the valued
was N$2.5 billion, compared to N$2.443 billion the previous year.
This represents a 5% increase in value.
Our properties are divided into two categories, namely operational
and commercial.

Description

Market Value in N$ Billions

Core/Operation Properties

1,280,667,712

Commercial/Investment Properties

1, 284,143,264

Total

2,564,810,976

Operational Properties
TransNamib utilises properties for its operational purposes
such as offices, workshops and storage facilities.
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Commercial Properties
•
•

Commercial properties contributed about N$24 million in revenue during
the reporting period.
These are properties leased out to businesses and staff members, consisting
of offices, workshops, garages, houses, and open land.

Leasing
•
•
•
•

The revenue generated monthly averaged N$2 million.
Our leases increased by 6% as a result of the growth of tenants, bringing the total number of
tenants to 259. This represents an increased revenue of N$9.18 million per annum.
This is well below the market rate of 8% in the Capital (Windhoek) and an average of 4% in
other towns.
We achieved a 1.9% return on investment during the period under review, which represents an
increase from 1.35% in the previous year.

There is enormous potential to generate revenue and produce sound returns for the company. A
strategic approach will be implemented, through business principles to reduce costs and optimise
profits.

Strategic Partnerships
Previously, the properties portfolio management was outsourced. However, a
strategic decision was taken to in-source the property management right.
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Marketing
Traditional direct communication with our clientele via telephone, letters and e-mails, and
meetings afforded us personal relations in terms of doing business. Going forward, we will
utilise modern technology strategies including our website and social media.

Strategic Projects
•
•
•

Key Focusing Areas

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All staff members are housed on the second floor in the Head Office Building, which
created about 2,985 m² open space for rental.
About 80% of the total first floor space is occupied by tenants. When fully occupied
the floor space will generate about N$4.2 million per annum.
TransNamib undertook a project to improve management of municipal costs. This
included an audit of the bills from the local authorities, zoning of properties and
consumption of utilities by the tenants. Third-party costs are passed on to recoup
these costs and to date have yielded good cost saving for the Company

Managing and administration of commercial properties to optimize its potential value
in revenue generation.
Obtain approval for the development proposals to proceed in order to generate the
much-needed income to improve the condition of other properties as well as to fund
other important operational costs.
To dispose of less potential properties to raise funds for investment in potential
properties and cut cost in municipal services incurred in these properties.
Surveying and or rezoning all land and subdivide it into erven in order to unlock value
and generate income at a market-related rental.
Upgrade existing buildings to an acceptable standard in order to attract high potential
tenants
Effect optimal utilisation of operational properties to capitalize on the surplus space
for rental income.
Continue employing modern technological measures to control utility consumption
by the tenant’s i.e. independent meter reading devices.
Invest in career development of our staff member’s skills through in-service training
to ensure successful self - advancement of our employees.

Medium - to Long - Term Projects
We envisage various long-term development projects, aligning our current lease rates with
market rates, streamlining operational occupancy of prime properties, bill departmental
charges, install prepaid meters at rented properties to reduce utility costs and to increase
ROI from 1.9% in FY19 to 6% in FY23.
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Development of Okahandja Properties
The property market in Okahandja is the fastest growth in terms of demand for residential
and office space. This is stimulated by the migration of businesses and people from
Windhoek.
We will collaborate with relevant professionals to develop the concepts for the area in and
around the railway station.

Renovations of the Gamams Training Centre
The Gamams Training Centre is situated opposite the Pionierspark Cemetry on Hosea
Kutako Drive. The Centre was erected approximately 30 years ago as a training centre for
the then South African Rail and Harbours (SAR&H), complete with accommodation and
dining facilities for trainees. It is strategically located for TransNamib training needs. It,
however, has to compete with other conference service facility providers, which have fullyequipped lecture rooms and a variety of standards of accommodation.
Minor renovations to the facility are currently underway to restore the facility to a fullyfledged training centre for TransNamib staff and other institutions. Other objectives are
to make the Centre cost-effective and self-sufficient, to manage relationships with tenants
and make the Centre attractive and clean.
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Maintenance Projects
TransNamib currently investigating the most efficient and
cost effective way to maintain our properties. Currently, we
have a maintenance division and a building maintenance
division under the Civil Engineering division in the Engineering
Department.
We are evaluating various options, which may include taking
over maintenance civil function from Engineering for ease of
operation and control.

Property Development Projects

The Way Forward

TransNamib owns prime properties in Windhoek and
Swakopmund. The Department is currently exploring various
development options with the aim of providing housing for
staff members as well as adding value to the Company’s
existing property portfolio.
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In order for TransNamib’s property to be managed
most sustainably, the properties needs to be
differentiated between Revenue Generating and
Operational Property. In principle, any Capital
Property should add value and wealth to the
company, while Operational Property should be
profitably managed by each department paying for
the use of it.
The goal is to improve lease and contract
management, the growth of revenue through
increased occupancy rates and new developments,
the reduction and containment of costs, the
development and maintenance of the capital value
of the portfolio, and the management of propertyrelated risks through insurance and effective
security.
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S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
REPORT

Our Human Capital
Everything we do depends on the wellbeing, skills, productivity, motivation and behaviour
of our employees, leadership team, contractors and service providers.
During the year under review, Human Capital continually focused on fundamentals or key
strategic priorities required to transform its role from a mere administration to one of key
strategic partners, which is critical during the organisation`s current transformational period.
Some of the department’s key strategic deliverables were:
•
•

Workforce Profile
Training and Development
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Workforce Profile
At the end of the reporting year, the total headcount stood at 1179

Job Category

Previously
Disadvantaged
Men / Women

Previously
Advantaged

Men / Women

Previously
Disabilities

Men / Women

TOTAL

Men / Women

Senior Management

5

1

1

-

-

-

6

1

Middle Management

8

5

2

-

-

-

10

5

Senior Supervisory

50

16

5

1

-

-

55

17

Skilled

178

27

4

1

-

-

182

28

Semi-skilled

398

78

-

1

-

-

398

79

Unskilled

392

17

-

-

-

-

392

17

Total permanent

1021

144

12

3

-

-

1033

147

Fixed Terms/Temporary

136

32

3

-

-

-

139

32

Total

1157

176

15

3

-

-

1172

179

TransNamib encountered a total number of sixty-three exits (63); nine (9) were early
retirements, twenty (20) normal retirements, three (3) deceased, twelve (12) dismissals,
one (1) permanent disability, two (2) termination of contract and sixteen (16) voluntary
resignations.
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Training and Development
The precedence for Training and Development is to ensure that employees are equipped
with applicable skills needed to efficiently carry out their responsibilities and ultimately
contribute to the achievement of the company business objectives.

Key Initiatives

•

Outcomes for the
2018/2019 financial year

TNHL identified professional development programmes for TNHL
management. In this regard, the company resolved to sponsor
employees` courses relevant to their profession.
Formalise and reward innovation through a structured programme.

Managers and supervisors should
have gained the requisite knowledge
and skills through supervisory and
management development programs.

•
•
•

Develop a comprehensive succession planning strategy and policy
Develop and implement an attraction and retention strategy
Review and implement remuneration and rewards system as
catered for through the Performance Management system to be
implemented during FY 2019/20.

TNHL to recruit young graduates and
offer them exposure programs
Individual Development Programs will
be developed for employees, to ensure
that they are equipped to succeed
retiring workforce.

•

One of TransNamib`s strategic decision was to streamline the
organisational structure, creating an enabling environment for the
company to turn around its business in order to become profitable
again. In order to do this, TNHL took a decision to close down noncore business units.
The implementation of change management is critical to the
realisation of strategic objectives.
Develop and implement an internal campaign to establish a
corporate culture and sense of belonging
The implementation of PMS has one of its core ingredients, the
employees’ incentive schemes, to reward employees who perform
above expectation as set out in their individual scorecards.

Engineering and Operations structures
were reviewed following re-deployment.
The PMS to be implemented fully during
FY 2019/20
TNHL contracted a business consultant
to drive the change management
process, to ensure that the company
regains
confidence
and
optimal
customer service.

During FY 2019/20, experienced employees, mainly reaching
retirement age were encouraged to transfer their skills to young
and up-coming employees.
One of the strategies to create a pool of young employees was
to create apprenticeship programs for school leavers. During the
period under review, TNHL continued to trained 86 apprentices
through the CBET and modular modes of training.

TransNamib to follow a structured
approach by placing newly appointed
employees under the guidance of
experienced staff members.

•

•
•
•

•
•

A 3-year rolling Training Plan that indicates timelines and development plans for employees
will be developed to ensure capacity building amongst the employees. At the same time, a
skills audit will be conducted to identify performance gaps and ensure that employees are
sent for appropriate training.
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Training and Development

Train Operation performs a critical function, hence it is mandatory for newly appointed
employees to receive mandatory functional training. All other employees are fortified annually
to ensure that they kept abreast with new technologies.
The following mandatory training was conducted during the period under review and was
attended by 100 employees from the Train Operation Crew:

Course

Target Group

Train Drivers Refresher course

Train Drivers

11

Shed Man Refresher course

Shed Man

5

Assistant Train Driver course

Assistant Train Drivers

13

Defensive Driving

RT Drivers

23

Dangerous Goods Refresher course
16 Module Training
Fire Fighting

RT Drivers,
Depot Supervisors
Station Masters

35

Platelayer Rail Training

D & M Rail employees

4

Train Planner Refresher course

Train Planners

2

Service Drivers course

Service Drivers

2

Shed Attendant course

Shed Attendants

5

Total number of Delegates

78

No Of Trainees

100
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Our Corporate Social Responsibility
Long Service Awards
The purpose of the Long Service Awards is to recognise employees who have dedicated
themselves to the service of TransNamib for a continuous period of five years and more.
This applies to all full-time employees subject to meeting eligibility requirements. The
awards consist of cash incentives and corporate gifts.
For the period under review, a total amounting to N$800 000 was spent towards 224
employees who qualified.

Apprenticeship/ Traineeship Programms

For the past years, TransNamib partnered with various institutions as a technical partner
with the technical expertise and whose important role is to provide technical support in
respect of TransNamib technical training and other related development programmes.
During the reporting period TransNamib continued to provide apprenticeship programs
in the trades such as Electrical General, Electronics/Radio, DE Fitter, Platelayer and
Auto Mechanic within this reporting period.
We require a highly-skilled workforce. Due to its uniqueness of our company,
opportunities are created for training potential employees through various relevant
apprenticeships. Therefore, TransNamib:
•
•
•

Had an intake of 86 apprentices and trainees.
Continued to fund employees’ courses relevant to their work. This intervention
serves to create a pool to replace the ageing workforce.
As an outcome for the 2019/20 financial year, Human Capital intends to increase the
intake of apprentices to create a strong pool of artisans regarded as the backbone
of TransNamib.
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Safety, Health and Environment
At TransNamib, the safety of our employees and contractors is our top priority. Employees
and contractors are required to follow health and safety practices consistent with our
Safety Policy.

Workplace Wellness Programme

The effective management of safety risks require constant vigilance. It requires stringent
adherence to international standards, our policies, leadership from managers and peers,
as well as a culture of sustained safety and hazard awareness. It also requires ongoing
communication and training, as well as rigorous internal audit.
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Employee health and safety are of great importance and concern in all
operations. They form critical parts of how we achieve safety standards
to achieve zero harm as well as a productive workforce. To achive this we
collaborate with a variety of internal and external stakeholders including
unions, management and the Walvis Bay Corridor Group.
For over a decade, TransNamib has been one of the strategic partners of the
Walvis Bay Corridor Group (WBCG) Wellness programme. This initiative is
part of the long term National Strategic Framework on HIV/AIDS response in
Namibia and has successfully improved collaborations and coordination with
relevant stakeholders such as; the Ministry of Health and Social Services,
the Ministry of Works and Transport, the Society for Family Health and the
Namibia Business Coalition On Aids (NABCOA).
During the period under review, a total of 156 employees participated in the
wellness interventions mobile clinics.

Overall Participation

Male

Female

Total

109

47

156
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Building Safer Communities
TransNamib prides itself in having an effective Emergency Response Management.
Regular safety simulations are performed in public to raise awareness about rail safety
and ways to keep safe around tracks and trains when an incident has occurred.
In addition, the Rail Safety Campaign launched in 2013 to operate nationwide, is
being reviewed to include local communities and emergency services such as; Fire
brigade, Namibian Police and Ambulance services. It is aimed to address incidences
of dangerous behaviour and trespassing on the rail tracks and to provide safety
awareness information to local communities following such incidences.
We strive to strengthen partnerships countrywide to produce a rail safety programme
for local schools with safety messages in local media and awareness initiatives at level
crossings.
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Internal Safety Audits
The Operation’s safety audit tool to address local operating risks, as well as the legislative
requirements. The audits are conducted annually.

Lost Time Injuries - 2017/18 - 2018/19
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Vehicle Accidents - 2017/18 - 2018/19
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Environment

TransNamib is actively working with the Government and businesses to
facilitate a modal shift from road to rail to achieve safer, cleaner and more
efficient transport for Namibia.
In this regards, rail is positioning itself as an energy-efficient mode of
transport, including its ability to reduce air pollution and congestion by
taking more than (a huge number of) truck trips off Namibian roads each
year.
Every tonne of freight delivered by rail results in fewer carbon emission
than on road.
•
•
•
•
•

One freight train can carry 1000 tonnes of freight replacing 50 truck
movements.
Carrying freight by rail results in an 80% reduction in Co2 emissions per
kilogram carried compared to road haulage.
The improvements in fuel efficiency and increases in freight volumes
diverted from the road will gradually reduce the carbon intensity of
freight services.
Continuous improvement in these areas is critical as emission targets
place a greater focus on carbon emissions per net tonne-kilometre of
freight services.
TransNamib projected to grow its freight by 50% during the next five
years.

The Way Forward
TransNamib is committed to reducing carbon emissions by 25% by the year 2023.
A number of significant changes in our safety management as well as improvements to our monitoring
and assurance system are being addressed. These changes will support our target of zero harm to
employees and contractors.
One of the initiatives is to develop a health, safety and environment strategy and Assurance Programme
to improve the management of our risks. The programme will be aligned to the Southern Africa
Railway Association (SARA) standards, which are both performance and outcome-oriented.
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Directors• Responsibilities and Approval
The directors are required in terms of the Companies Act 28 of 2004 to maintain adequate accounting
records and are responsible for the content and integrity of the financial statements and related
financial information included in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the financial
statements fairly present the state of affairs of the company as at the end of the financial year and the
results of its operations and cash flows for the period then ended, in conformity with International
Financial Reporting Standards. The external auditor is engaged to express an independent opinion on
the financial statements.
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
and are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable
and prudent judgements and estimates.
The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial
control established by the company and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong
control environment. To enable the directors to meet these responsibilities, the board sets standards
for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost effective manner. The standards
include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, effective
accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk.
These controls are monitored throughout the company and all employees are required to maintain the
highest ethical standards in ensuring the company's business is conducted in a manner that in all
reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the company is on
identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the company. While
operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the company endeavors to minimise it by ensuring that
appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behavior are applied and managed within
predetermined procedures and constraints.
The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management,
that the system of internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be
relied on for the preparation of the financial statements. However, any system of internal financial
control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or
loss.
The directors have reviewed the company's cash flow forecast for the year to 31 March 2020 and, in
light of this review and the current financial position, they are satisfied that the company has or had
access to adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The external auditor is responsible for independently auditing and reporting on the company's
financial statements. The financial statements have been examined by the company's external
auditor and their report is presented on pages 89-91.
The financial statements set out on pages 92-149, were approved by the board on 03 December 2019
and were signed on their behalf by:

Approval of financial statements

Director
J. Shikongo

Director
Adv S.Tjijorokisa

3
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Directors• Report
The directors have pleasure in submitting their report on the financial statements of Transnamib
Holdings Limited for the year ended 31 March 2019.

1.

Review of financial results and activities

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 28 of 2004. The accounting policies have been
applied consistently compared to the prior year, except for the first time adoption of IFRS 9 - Financial
Instruments and IFRS 15 - Revenue from contract customers.
The company recorded a net loss after tax for the year ended 31 March 2019 of N$ 80,333,000,
compared to a prior profit N$1, 175,174,000.
Company revenue increased by 11% from N$468,515,000 in the prior year to N$517,836,000 for the
year ended 31 March 2019.
The significant decrease in the profit compared to prior year is as a result of the fair value adjustment
of investment property in the prior year.

2.

Share capital

There have been no changes to the authorised or issued share capital during the year under review.

3.

Directorate

The directors in office during the year under review are as follows:

Directors
Adv S. Tjijorokisa
(Chairperson)
G. Michaels (Deputy
Chairperson)
J. Shikongo

Appointment date Term ended
07 February 2019

V. Mberema

07 February 2019

Dr. M. Ochurub (Re
appointment)
0. Vakeru

07 February 2019

07 February 2019
07 February 2019

07 February 2019

P. Smit

06 February 2019

E. Angula

06 February 2019

D.N. Jimmey-Melani

06 February 2019

W.P. Molatzi

06 February 2019

Designation
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
Non-executive
Independent
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Shareholder of TRANSNAMIB HOLDINGS LIMITED
Opinion
We have audited the annual financial statements of TransNamib Holdings Limited set out on
pages 92-147 , which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2019, and
the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, the statement of
changes in equity and the statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to
the annual financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and the
directors’ report.
In our opinion, the annual financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of Transnamib Holdings Limited as at 31 March 2019, and its financial
performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards, and the requirements of the Companies Act of Namibia (Act 28 of 2004).
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs).
Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Annual Financial Statements section of our report. We are
independent of the Company in accordance with the independence requirements
applicable to performing audits of financial statements in Namibia which is consistent
with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (Parts A and B). We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in
accordance with the ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in Namibia. We
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.
Material Uncertainty Related to Going Concern
We draw attention to Note 5 and note 31 in the Directors’ Report and the Annual Financial
statements respectively which states events or conditions, along with other matters that
indicate that a material uncertainty exists that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s
ability to continue as a going concern. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Other Information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information
comprises, the director’s report, required by statute, the detailed income statement and
the Integrated Annual Report which we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report. The
other information does not include the annual financial statements and our auditor’s report
thereon.
Our opinion on the annual financial statements does not cover the other information and we
do not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

6
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In connection with our audit of the annual financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with
the annual financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed on the other information that we obtained prior to the date
of this auditor’s report, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information,
we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard
Responsibilities of the directors for the Annual Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the annual financial
statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of
the Companies Act of Namibia, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary
to enable the preparation of annual financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the annual financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the
Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to
liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Annual Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s
report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material
if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these annual financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the annual financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks,
and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

92



Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.



Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the directors.



Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of
accounting and based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
7
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related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the annual
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report.
However, future events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a
going concern.


Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the annual financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the annual financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that
we identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.

………………………………………………………
Grand Namibia
Registered Accountants and Auditors
Chartered Accountants (Namibia)
Per: RN Beukes - Partner
Windhoek
11 December 2019
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Transnamib Holdings Limited

(Registration number 99/114)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2019

Notes to the Financial Statements
2019

Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

3.

2018

2017

Investment property (continued)

Amounts recognised in profit and loss for the year
5,364
-

Fair value adjustment
Cumulative change in fair value recognised in profit /(loss)
on revaluation of investment property

4.

1,186,904

5,364 1,186,904

Investments in associates

Investment in associates
The following table lists all of the associates in the company:
Name of company

GPT- Transnamib
Concrete Sleepers
(Pty)
Namibia Rail
Construction (Pty) Ltd
Swakopmund Station
Hotel (Pty) Ltd

Held by

%
%
%
ownership ownership ownership
interest
interest
interest

Carrying
amount

Carrying
amount

Carrying
amount

2019

2018

2017

2019

2018

2017

50.00 %

50.00 %

50.00 %

11,646

9,620

16,116

51.00 %

51.00 %

51.00 %

4,188

3,241

3,431

50.00 %

50.00 %

50.00 %
15,834

12,861

19,547

Transnamib Holdings Limited has a 50% equity shareholding with equivalent voting power in
Swakopmund Station Hotel (Pty) Ltd. The company has discontinued recognising its share of the losses
of Swakopmund Station Hotel (Pty) Ltd as it has no obligation for the losses of the associate beyond
its initial investment and an extension thereof by means of a loan. Swakopmund Station Hotel (Pty) Ltd
principal place of business is Swakopmund.

36
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Notes to the Financial Statements
2019

Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

9.

2018

2017

Loans receivable (continued)

Namibia Dollar Amount
Trade and other Receivables at amortised cost

99,116

96,294

99,067

80,762

85,323

53,990

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

277,266

277,266

277,266

10. Inventories
Consumable stores

11. Share capital
Authorised
1 000 000 000 Ordinary shares N$ 1 each
Issued
277 266 030 Ordinary shares of N$ 1 each
12. Revaluation reserve
The revaluation reserve relates to the revaluation of the land and building. A portion of the revaluation
is released on a yearly basis to retained earnings being the difference between depreciation on
original amountand deprecaition on revalued carrying amount.
Opening balance
Gains on land and building revaluation
Release of Depreciation on revaluation

1,270,104
-

243,442
1,026,662

254,237

1,270,104

1,270,104

243,442

(10,795)
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Notes to the Financial Statements
2019

Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

2018

2017

17. Loan from Government of Namibia
In November 2005 the Government of the Republic of Namibia entered into a Concessional loan
agreement with the Peoples Republic of China whereby a loan to the amount of 250,000,000
Chinese's Yuan was made available by the Import Export Bank of China to the Government of the
Republic Namibia to purchase railway equipment. This loan has been lent to Transnamib by the
Government for purchase of railway equipment during 2007.
The loan is denominated in Namibia Dollar, but Transnamib carried the foreign exchange risk, until
September 2010 when the loan between the Goverenment and the Peoples Republic of China was
settled by the Republic of Namibia. Interest of 3% was levied on the amount of the foreign balance.
at which point the balance was translated into Namibian dollars at the same interest rate.
During finanicial year 2013, the Government of the Republic of Namibia (GRN) provided financial
assistance to Transnamib to finance its operations amounting to N$ 53,601,464 for use, such as
payment of salaries and settlement of creditors. In the financial year 2013/2014, the Government of
the Republic of Namibia (GRN) provided financial assistance totaling N$28,000,000 to
Transnamib to finance payroll. The accumulated balance of this financial assistance as per
government correspondence received is repayable hence its inclusion in the loan-balance.

2019

328,754
81,601

Chinese loan
Government of Namibia

410,355

2018

328,754
81,601

410,355

Loan from Government of Namibia is classified at amortised cost and the Carrying Value equals
the fair value.

18. Deferred income
The company entered into a shareholders agreement with GPT Infrastructure Ltd (GPT) and Dorros
Investment Number Twenty Two (Pty) Ltd for the establishment of GPT-Transnamib Concrete Sleeper
(Pty) Ltd. In terms of the agreement the company owns 50% of the issued share capital while the other
parties hold the rest. Each shareholder was required to inject start up capital into the new business.
Since the company's liquidity was not favorable, the government paid the contribution of TNHL. This
amount of N$ 250,000,000 was accounted for as deferred income in the Statement of Financial
Position.
During 2012 other government loans were confirmed to be subsidies by the Ministry of Finance.
AN$ 83,900,000 was transferred to deferred income as a grant related to Fixed Assets while the
remaining N$14,209,283 was recorded in profit and loss being a grant related to income.
During 2017, the company paid N$44,310,335 for the acquisition of locomotives from GE, acid rails
tankers from China Railway, tampering machine, reachstarkers and vehicles. The funds were paid
directly to the suppliers by the Government of the Republic Namibia (Capital grant).

51
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Notes to the Financial Statements
Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

2019

2018

472,167
14,540

423,834
14,722

486,707

438,556

31,129

29,959

517,836

468,515

472,167
14,540

423,834
14,722

486,707

438,556

(472,167)
(14,540)

(423,834)
(14,722)

(486,707)

(438,556)

208,342
122
(1,260)
1,090

4,516
261,057
1,158
138,009
1,115

208,294

405,855

19. Revenue
Revenue from contracts with customers
Freight Revenue
Passenger Revenue

Revenue other than from contracts with customers
Rental Income

Disaggregation of revenue from contracts with customers
The company disaggregates revenue from customers as follows:
Rendering of services
Freight Revenue
Passenger Revenue

Timing of revenue recognition
Over time
Freight Revenue
Passenger Revenue

20. Other operating income
Bad debts recovered
Government grants
Other sundry income
Fines and penalties
Other income

21. Operating (loss)
Operating loss for the year is stated after charging the following, amongst others:
Auditor's remuneration - external
Audit fees

852

707

53
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Notes to the Financial Statements
2019

Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

2018

21. Operating (loss) (continued)
Remuneration, other than to employees

7,899

14,643

Depreciation and amortisation
Depreciation and impairment loss of property, plant and equipment

93,674

67,268

Impairment losses
Property, plant and equipment

30,410

88,075

2,601
(2,378)

1,718
1,949

223

3,667

Consulting and professional services

22. Investment income
Interest income
Investments in financial assets:
Investments
Trade debtors
Total interest income

Investment income on financial instruments which are available for sale or held to maturity are only
presented for comparative purposes for financial instruments held in the prior reporting period but
which were disposed of prior to the beginning current reporting period, which is the date of adoption
of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments. Investment income on all other financial assets has been reclassified in
compliance with IFRS 9.

23. Finance costs
Interest paid long term loans
Interest on Government loans
Other interest paid

Total finance costs

1,425
9,600
27

4,752
9,251
(1)

11,052

14,002

54
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Notes to the Financial Statements
2019

Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

2018

24. Taxation
Reconciliation of the tax expense
Reconciliation between accounting profit and tax expense.
Accounting (loss) / profit

(80,333) 1,175,174

Tax at the applicable tax rate of 32% (2018: 32%)

(25,707)

376,056

Tax effect of adjustments on taxable income
Permanent differences
Deferred tax effect income

(14,176)
39,883

(390,129)
14,073

The estimated tax loss available for set off against future taxable income is (2018: N$ 2 315,462,882).
25. Cash generated from operations
(Loss) / Profit before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Gains on disposals, scrappings and settlements of assets and liabilities
Income from equity accounted investments
Interest income
Finance costs
Fair value gains
Movements in retirement benefit assets and liabilities
Movements in provisions
Impairment- Investment Properties
Impairment- Property, plant and equipment
Changes in working capital:
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other payables
Deferred income

(80,333)

1,175,174

93,674
67,268
(5,136)
(7,473)
(5,314)
(223)
14,002
11,052
(5,364) (1,186,904)
31,023
41,085
32,102
(111,779)
6,150
30,410
90,258
4,561
5,379
(42,074)
(31,357)

(31,333)
33,708
23,406
(25,558)

46,303

80,101

55
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Transnamib Holdings Limited
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Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2019

Notes to the Financial Statements
Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

2019

2018

428,851

428,851

26. Commitments
Authorised capital expenditure
Not yet contracted for and authorised by directors

This committed expenditure relates to property and will be financed by available bank facilities,
retained profits, rights issue of shares, issue of debentures, mortgage facilities, existing cash resources,
funds internally generated, etc.

Operating leases - as lessee (expense)
Minimum lease payments due
- within one year

882

Operating lease payments represent rentals payable by the company for certain of its office
properties. Leases are negotiated for an average term of seven years and rentals are fixed for an
average of three years. No contingent rent is payable.

27. Contingencies
- Contingent guarantee amounting to N$ 11 765 000 is held by First National Bank of Namibia Ltd.
- One guarantee of N$ 1 520 000 in favor of the Department of Finance, Custom & Excise is held by
Standard Bank of Namibia Ltd.

28. Related parties
Relationships
Interest in Associates
Shareholder

Refer to note 4
The Government of the Republic of
Namibia
Refer to the Directors Report

Directors

Related party balances
Loan accounts - Owing (to) by related parties

The Government of the Republic of Namibia

(410,355)

(410,355)

208,342

261,057

723

936

Related party transactions
Funds received from related parties
Funds received from The Government of the Republic of Namibia

Compensation to directors and other key management
Short-term employee benefits

56
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Notes to the Financial Statements
Figures in Namibia Dollar thousand

2019

2018

Directors'
fees

Total

29. Directors' emoluments
Non-executive
2019

34
35
39
27
117
39
83
90
66
62

Adv S. Tjijorokisa (Chairperson)
G. Michaels (Deputy Chairperson)
J. Shikongo
V. Mberema
Dr.M. Ochurub
0. Kaveru
P. Smit
D.N. Jimmy-Melani
E. Angula
W. P. Molatzi

592

34
35
39
27
117
39
83
90
66
62

592

2018
Directors'
fees

181
174
170
197
214

E Angula
D.N. Jimmy-Melani
W.P.Molatzi
Dr.M. Ochurub
P.Smit

936

Total

181
174
170
197
214

936
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Corporate Information
Postal Address:

Private Bag 13204
Windhoek
Namibia

Physical Address:
				

Corner of Independence 						
Avenue & Mburumba Kerina Street
Windhoek
Namibia

Contact Details:
Telephone: 		
+264 61 298 111
Email: 			info@transnamib.com.na
Website:			www.transnamib.com.na
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